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Uniting our psychologically and emotionally impaired Veterans across North Carolina with trained Companion, Emotional 
Support Dogs rescued from kill shelters so the two can heal in unconditional love, trust and loyalty.
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by Melissa Culbreth 

Dogs are natural healers. I have 
believed this all of my life. My earliest memories 
and most significant life moments include dogs. 
So it is not surprising that my reintegration from 
my deployment to Iraq and my recovery from 
breast cancer also involve dogs.  

I was deployed in Iraq with the 30th 
Heavy Brigade Combat Team as a chaplain with 
the 230th Brigade Support Battalion responsible 
for our medical facility and mortuary affairs. 
Toward the end of our deployment, I was 
diagnosed with breast cancer and medically 
evacuated back to Ft. Bragg, NC. The following 
years were fairly chaotic as I went through 
surgeries, cancer treatment, and a divorce, all 
while trying to reintegrate back into the civilian 
world. During that time, I also had to put to sleep 
my 14-year-old dog.  

But just like always, the beginning of my 
finding my way involved a dog. I adopted 2 
mixed bully breed dogs, Cadet and Rocky. 
Shortly after, a fellow veteran friend introduced 

me to Ronnie and Wags4Tags. After hearing my 
story, Ronnie offered me the opportunity to bring 
one of my boys to W4T for training. In the end, 
we decided my Rocky had the best disposition 
for being a PTSD dog and Rocky and I began 
coming to training classes.  

For me, participation in W4T has been 
therapeutic in multiple ways. The program has 
helped me train Rocky and earn his Canine 
Good Citizen so he can go with me to more 
places. Additionally, it has connected me to a 
group of people who understand and I have 
been able to develop new friendships and a new 
social support system. W4T training classes 
quickly became the highlight of my week and a 
distraction from the medical appointments that 
plague my life. When I was able to obtain full-
time employment, my W4T friends were 
incredibly supportive and were my cheerleaders. 
When I had to take a leave of absence from my 
job due to medical reasons, my W4T family 
welcomed Rocky and I back into class with open 
arms and have been there for me through my 
medical difficulties and struggles with the VA. 

I cannot thank W4T enough for taking 
Rocky and me into their family and loving and 
supporting us. After more than a decade of war 
and a whole new generation of veterans 
struggling to reintegrate into the civilian world, 
we need community organizations like W4T to 
fill the gaps in service and help connect 
veterans with the healing power of dogs, while 
also saving dogs who would otherwise be 
euthanized. !
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You Can Help! 

* We need volunteers 

* Shop at our online store 

* Donate 

* Sponsor a Dog 

* Attend our events 

Upcoming Events 
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Music Festival
!
October 25th


Saving Pets ‘n Vets 5K Race


President’s Message

By Dana Pinney, Wags 4 Tags Newsletter Editor 

I recently sat with Ronnie Sadoski, president and cofounder of Wags 4 Tags 
and asked him to explain the dog adoption process.  Ronnie and Wags 4 Tags 
provide a unique and personalized experience that ensures each Veteran is 
paired with not just any dog, but the dog he or she needs. 

The first step is reaching out to the community.  Wags 4 Tags participates in 
many charity events and also gives presentations.  This is done for two reasons. 
One reason is to gain donations, but more importantly, it is to make people aware 
that Wags 4 Tags is out there, who we are, and how we are here to help. By 
planting that seed, people can go on the website and check us out. If they know a 
family member or friend or someone who is a Veteran, they can talk to them 
about Wags 4 Tags and this could be the beginning of a lifelong partnership 
between a Veteran and their dog. 

The first step a Veteran must do is go to the website and fill out an 
application. Once the application is submitted, it's sent to Ronnie, the president, 
within 24-48 hours. He reviews it and determines if the Vet is a good candidate for 
the program. The Veteran must have PTSD or TBI from a combat related or 
sexual abuse injury. He or she must be on medications and seeing a psychologist 
or social worker at least two times a month. 
 Once Ronnie decides the candidate is a good fit, he calls and talks to them.           
This is so the Veteran can get to know Ronnie and Ronnie can get to know the 
Veteran. If there's no waiting time, Ronnie will set up a home visit. If there is a 
waiting time, he'll let them know how long before they will have a home visit. 
During that time, Ronnie is fully available to talk to the Veteran about anything. 
 Why the home visit?  Firstly, it’s a meet and greet. Ronnie wants to meet           
the Veteran and their family.  He also wants to find out whether the Veteran has 
any other animals.  If they do, he wants to make sure the animals are well cared 
for. They walk around the yard and Ronnie answers any questions they might 
have about bringing a dog into their life. If the Veteran has a family, he explains to 
the family that this dog will help their mother or father cope with their illness. 
 Ronnie also evaluates whether the Veteran has any physical illnesses or           
limitations.  He also considers the size of the Veteran. This determines how big 
and strong the dog should be. 
 Once the home visit is complete, Ronnie writes up a document and decides           
on the type of dog he's looking for. He has helpers in the community who will look 
for this type of dog.  It is important to note that Wags 4 Tags doesn't find dogs 
before they find the Veteran.  They find the Veteran first and then look for the dog 
he or she needs. 
 If the Veteran is within 100 miles of the training facility, they get their canine           
immediately, under the condition they bring the canine to training every Monday. 
The Veteran has homework to do every week and they are tested on canine good 
citizenship and canine public access.  They can go one step further, and the dog 
can become a service dog. This plan is talked about between the Veteran and 
Ronnie at the home visit. 
 Once the Veteran receives a dog, they get a care package.  They receive           
water, a food bowl, a brush, nail clippers and anything else they might need as a 
first-time dog owner.  They also receive a dog care manual, which has been 
written and published by Wags 4 Tags.   
 Once certified, the Veteran and canine are now dependent on each other           
for the rest of their lives! 
 If you or someone you know suffers from PTSD or TBI, we encourage you           
to submit an application to Wags 4 Tags.  The link to the application can be found 
here. 

Wags 4 Tags thanks Nelson 
Mullins for their pro bono 

work getting our name and 
logo trademarked 

http://www.nelsonmullins.com

Wags 4 Tags Adoption Process
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Veterans News 
North Carolina’s Driver License 
Offers Veteran Label 
Original article can be found at the North Carolina DMV 
website here !

Qualified North Carolina military Veterans will be able 
to carry the designation “VETERAN” on their driver licenses 
and identification cards. Thanks to a law passed by the 
General Assembly, Veterans who have been honorably 
discharged from the U.S. Armed Forces who present their 
DD-214 discharge form can apply at a driver license office for 
the new designation. “We are happy to have this new 
program underway,” said state Motor Vehicles Commissioner 
Kelly Thomas. “If you’re a vet, we hope you’ll take advantage 
of this new opportunity to carry your record of service and 
your state’s appreciation with you anywhere you go.” 

Military Veterans requested the designation to assist 
them in obtain military discounts from a wide variety of 
retailers and service providers without having to show their 
military discharge form. Putting the designation on the driver              

!!!!!!!
license or ID card will enable the state’s Veterans to show 
their photo ID and their Veteran status at the same time. 
Many states are making such designations available. 

Veterans who are interested in applying for the 
designation should take their DD-214 discharge form to their 
local driver license office to show they been honorably 
discharged. They can request the designation be added to 
their license at their next renewal at no additional charge. 
The Division will accept the following documents as proof of 
a Veteran’s Honorable Discharge status: 
 • DD-214 – Certificate of Release or Discharge 
 • DD-215 – Certificate of Release or Discharge 
 • WD AGO 53/55 – Report of Separation 
 • NAVMC 78-PD – Notice of Separation 
 • NAVPERS – Separation of Service 

If a Veteran would like to add the designation at any 
other time, they may present the discharge form and request 
a duplicate license for the usual fee at any driver license 
office. 

http://
veteranscrisisl
ine.net/

Congratulations to Keith and Kimber, Melissa 
and Rocky for passing their second test which 

was their public access test.

Dogs%Have%
Unique%Ability%to%
Help%Veterans%
With%PTSD%

by Alana Marie Burke 

 Jump to this link to watch 
a video and find out more 
about Veterans and their 

companion dogs.

http://www.ncdot.gov/dmv/military/
http://veteranscrisisline.net/
http://www.ncdot.gov/dmv/military/
http://veteranscrisisline.net/
http://guardianlv.com/2014/02/dogs-have-unique-ability-to-help-veterans-with-ptsd-video/
http://guardianlv.com/2014/02/dogs-have-unique-ability-to-help-veterans-with-ptsd-video/


Upcoming Events

Enjoy live music at Doherty’s Irish Pub in Cary.  Music provided by The Regulars, featuring 
SCDC, Night Shift Band Raleigh and Bill West!  The party starts outside at 4pm and 
continues inside at 10pm with DJ George Raleigh. !
What else is going on?  Check out the great selection in the Silent Auction or load up on 
tickets for the 50/50 raffle. Play games like Wine Toss and Corn Hole and win a bottle of 
wine or other cool prizes.  WQDR will be hosting a live remote from 4pm - 6pm with great 
giveaways. !
For more info visit the Events page on our website here.

Wags 4 Tags 2nd Annual Music Festival 
September 13th

Banfield Pet Hospital is hosting a 5K race on the American Tobacco Trail to raise 
awareness of Veterans suffering from PTSD and TBI and the importance of 
therapy dogs, as well as the importance of spaying/neutering pets. A portion of 
the proceeds will benefit Wags 4 Tags. !
Run individually or as a team.  Pets may participate in the race and a prize will 
be given for the fastest human/canine team!  There are also awards given for 
Overall, Fastest 5K Team, various age groups, and also an award given to 
fastest Active Military and Veterans.  There’s also a 1 Mile Fun Run/Walk for 
ages 7 and up. !
For more information, please visit the event webpage here.  The registration 
page can be found here. Active Military and Veterans receive a 15% discount on 
the registration fee for the 5K.

Saving Pets ’n Vets, 5K Race 

October 25th

!!
"Confident Home 
Inspection is an 
AHIT-trained and 
NC-licensed home 
inspection service 
for the Triangle 
and Sandhills area.  

We focus on giving the client complete confidence in the home, giving 
superb customer care, and offering convenient services. We do 
seller's inspections, buyer's inspections, and maintenance inspections. 
We can diagnose older homes that may need repairs and refer our 
clients out to trusted, job-specific contractors. We offer any of these 
inspection types to Wags4Tags clients at a DEEP discount of $225 per 
inspection and can schedule within 5 working days. Further 
information is available at www.ConfidentNC.com ."

http://www.banfield.com/
http://www.petsforvets5k.com
http://petsforvets5k.itsyourrace.com
http://www.wags4tags.org/#!events/c19uo
http://www.confidentnc.com/
http://www.confidentnc.com/
http://www.banfield.com/
http://www.petsforvets5k.com
http://petsforvets5k.itsyourrace.com
http://www.wags4tags.org/#!events/c19uo


Combined Federal Campaign 
 We're now approved to be in the Combined 
Federal Campaign!!  Remember the days when you 
could say, "I gave at the office?”  Now you can! Just 
enter the approved CFC code to designate your 
donation to Wags 4 Tags: #51945 
Thank you in advance for your support! 
 Thanks Catherine for making this happen and 
thank you to John Pollard, CPA ,for doing the edits.

Children of the American 
Revolution 

State President Audria Vickers’ project was to take 
on Wags 4 Tags as her charity.  Total donations were 
$6543.  CAR awarded the donation to us.  Thank you 
Audria and CAR for your donation. 

Wags 4 Tags recently received a check from The 
Colonial Dames. State President Dottie Fiddleman’s 
project was to raise money for Wags 4 Tags.  Thank 
you for your generous donation!

Ronnie Sadoski and Audria Vickers

Ronnie was nominated for an 
 Eagle Rare Life award.  Read the feature 

article and vote for Ronnie here.   

One vote can be submitted each day. 
  The grand prize is $50,000, which would be 

awarded to Wags 4 Tags! 

http://eaglerarelife.com/content/ronnie-sadoski
http://eaglerarelife.com/content/ronnie-sadoski
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Pet Corner
Shannon Johnstone’s Landfill Dogs 
By Dana Pinney !
! Each week for over 18 months 
now, photographer Shannon Johnstone 
has been bringing one dog from the 
county animal shelter and 
photographing him or her at Landfill 
Park in North Raleigh.  These 
photographs offer a last opportunity for 
these dogs to find homes.  She uses 
the landfill as a backdrop because most 
people don't realize that it is managed 
by the same government division as the 
animal shelter.  Shannon said, "I think 
photographing here at the landfill sends 
a powerful message about how we as a 
society view homeless cats and dogs.  
If the animals don't find a home, they 
will end up euthanized and buried in a 
landfill.”!
! In March, Shannon 
photographed Winnie as a Landfill dog.  
A few days later, Winnie entered the 
Wags 4 Tags program and Veteran 
Lewis adopted her.  !
! Shannon said, "I think Wags 4 Tags is such a wonderful program because of the give 
and take.  The dogs mirror back a sense of belonging, loyalty and love.  It is something we are 
all looking for in this world and I am thankful to Wags 4 Tags for taking a chance on the most 
overlooked dogs in our community for this program.  To heal and to be healed -- there is nothing 
more beautiful."!
! Thank you Shannon for your generous heart and your beautiful photographs that 
capture not only the tender spirit of the dogs, but the humanity and hope you share behind the 
lens.!
! For additional information about the Landfill Dogs project and to view Shannon’s 
photographs, visit her website here.!

Lewis and Winnie

WHERE VETERANS AND 
DOGS RESCUE EACH OTHER

Your $26 donation will feed rescue dogs 
during training, fostering, and adoption

http://
www.wags4tags.
org/#!donate/
c182f

http://
www.nscar.org

Wags 4 Tags  
Partners

https://www.dognition.com
http://www.wags4tags.org/#!donate/c182f
http://www.colonialdames17c.org
http://www.dohertysirishpubnc.com
http://www.dohertysirishpubnc.com
http://www.nscar.org
https://www.dognition.com
http://www.lapitup.biz
http://www.colonialdames17c.org
http://www.wags4tags.org/#!donate/c182f
https://web.duke.edu/sigmapi/
http://landfilldogs.info
https://web.duke.edu/sigmapi/
http://landfilldogs.info
http://www.nscar.org
http://www.lapitup.biz
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Dear%Subscribers, 
 
we%are%excited%about%building%a%facility%which%will%enable%us%to%
offer%new%services%to%veterans,%and%rescue%more%dogs%to%help%
additional%veterans.%%  
 
That%is%the%goal%and%we%have%found%a%creative%way%to%generate%
the%funds%we%need%to%build%our%new%facility.%%  
 
The%best%part%is%that%everyone%who%decides%to%help%us%can%earn%
income%while%they%are%helping%us%generate%funds%to%build%our%
new%facility.%%Be%sure%to%watch%the%video%if%you%could%use%extra%
money%for%necessities,%to%pay%for%education%for%children%or%grandchildren,%for%
retirement,%to%cover%medical%expenses%for%you%or%for%a%loved%one,%for%travel,%for%nice%
to%have%“toys,”%or%for%any%other%reason.%%  
 
View%the%10%minute%video%link%here%%www.iclubbiz.com/wags4tags?turnkey/%to%learn%
how%you%can%earn%$50,000%a%year%while%helping%us.%%Visit%the%Wags%4%Tags%page%here. 
 
To%reach%our%goal,%we%need%just%4%new%people%each%week%to%participate.%%Please%
consider%being%one%of%those%4%people.%%It%does%not%have%to%take%any%time%at%all%if%you%
follow%the%plan%laid%out%in%the%video.%%  
 
After%watching%the%video,%please%enter%your%contact%information%and%someone%will%
get%in%touch%to%answer%your%questions%and%help%you%get%started%if%you%are%ready%to%be%
part%of%our%team.%%  
 
If%you%are%not%interested,%please%help%us%out%by%passing%along%this%information%to%
someone%you%know%who%may%be%interested%in%earning%extra%income.%%  
 
We%really%appreciate%your%onPgoing%support%of%Wags4Tags%and%we%hope%that%we%can%
help%many%of%you%reach%your%Qinancial%goals%while%you%help%us%reach%ours!%!!

http://
iwebatool.net/
wags4tags

http://iwebatool.net/wags4tags
http://www.iclubbiz.com/wags4tags?turnkey
http://iwebatool.net/wags4tags
http://www.iclubbiz.com/wags4tags?turnkey
http://iwebatool.net/wags4tags
http://iwebatool.net/wags4tags

